General one-pot strategy to prepare multifunctional nanocomposites with hydrophilic colloidal nanoparticles core/mesoporous silica shell structure.
A general and facile strategy was developed to coat hydrophilic inorganic nanoparticles directly with mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs). The cationic surfactant of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) was adsorbed to various negatively charged CdTe quantum dots, Fe(3)O(4) nanocrystals or Au nanoparticles, introducing the bilayer of CTAB overcoating with positive charge. The subsequent sol-gel reaction of TEOS with the basic catalyst resulted in uniform nanocomposites. The concentration of CTAB and NH(4)OH in the recipe strongly influenced the number of inorganic nanoparticles in the nanocomposites and the homogeneity of MSNs shell. One dimensional Au nanorods and larger size of solid SiO(2) nanoparticles were also able to coat with MSNs using a similar synthetic procedure. The proposed method was greatly simplified without the help of any mediators or silane coupling agents and excellent mesostructural performance was readily achieved. Compared to the methods known from the literatures for the coating of hydrophobic nanoparticles, this efficient way is especially useful for trapping different hydrophilic nanoparticles with arbitrary sizes and shapes into MSNs. These highly versatile multifunctional nanocomposites, together with the pH-responsible drug release behaviors, non-toxicity to normal cells and ease of uptake into cancer cells, are expected to be utilized as drug delivery system for simultaneous imaging and therapeutic applications.